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We prove the following theorem: A polyhedral embedding of a 2-dimensional cell complex in 
S3 is determined up to ambient isotopy rel the l-skeleton by the embedding of the l-skeleton, 
provided the cell complex is ‘proper’ and ‘line enough’. Applications of the theorem are given in 
distinguishing certain graphs in S3 from their mirror images. (This is of interest to chemists 
studying stereoisomerism.) Examples are given to illustrate that the theorem can fail without 
either hypothesis ‘proper’ or ‘fine enough’. The main theorem may be generalized by replacing 
S3 by an irreducible 3-manifold with nonempty boundary. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we investigate the following question: Is an embedding of a 2- 
dimensional cell complex M in S3 determined by the embedding of the l-skeleton 
M”‘? Specifically, if g, h: M+ S3 are PL embeddings of a 2-dimensional cell 
complex M such that g and h agree on the l-skeleton M(l), is there an ambient 
isotopy rel h(M”‘) taking g to h? For example, it is well known that a pair of PL 
2-disks in S3 are ambiently isotopic, but if they have the same boundary are they 
isotopic rel their common boundary? 
Consider the following three examples. 
Example 1. A4 is a 2-disk subdivided into three 2-cells as in Fig. l(a). Let v1 and 
v2 be the vertices indicated in Fig. l(a) and let f be the indicated 2-cell. We have 
two PL embeddings g, h of M pictured in Figs. l(b) and l(c). The two embeddings 
of the l-skeleton M(l) are identical, but the 2-cells g(f) and h(f) are not isotopic 
rel M(l) since they are not isotopic rel their common boundary in S3\{g( v,), g( v*)}. 
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This is because g(f) U h(f) represents a generator of H2(S3\{g( u,), g(&}, Z) = Z. 
Of course, g(M) and h(M) are isotopic if we allow the l-skeletons to move. 
Example 2. This is a modification of Example 1. M is the union of a 2-disk D and 
an arc LY such that D n a = Int D fl (Y = acu. The cell decomposition of A4 is pictured 
in Fig. 2(a). We have two PL embeddings g, h of M that agree on M(l) as pictured 
in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). The embedding g has the ends of the arc Q attached to the 
‘same side’ of the disk, whereas the embedding h has the ends of the arc attached 
from ‘opposite sides’. These two embeddings are not isotopic even if we allow the 
l-skeletons to move. This can be seen as follows. Let p be an arc in D with ap = aa. 
Then g(a U /3) and g(aD) have linking number zero while h(~ U /?) and h(aD) 
have linking number *l. 
Example 3. M is a Mobius band subdivided into two 2-cells f, and f2 as in Fig. 
3(a). We have a pair of embeddings of M in S3, one that is isotopic to M in Fig. 
3(a) and the other isotopic to the mirror image. We shall view S3 as the union of 
two 3-balls B1 and B2 glued together along their boundaries by the identity map. 
The 2-cell A is properly embedded in Bi (afi: = aBi and Int fi: c Int Bi) (i = 1,2), as 
in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). When B, and B2 are glued together, fi and f2 fit together 
like Fig. 3(a) to form a right handed Mobius band. Let h: S3 + S3 be the homeomorph- 
ism that switches the 3-balls B, and B2 by reflecting through their common boundary. 






Since hl aBi = identity, h fixes M”‘. Consequently, M and h(M) are Mobius bands 
in S3 with identical l-skeletons. Note that h(M) is a left-handed Mobius band (the 
left-handed and right-handed Mobius bands are distinguished by the linking num- 
bers of the boundary curve with the center line). Hence M and h(M) are not 
ambiently isotopic in S3, and in particular, they are not ambiently isotopic rel their 
l-skeletons. (Incidentally, if we were working in the smooth category these two 
Mobius bands would have geometric circles for boundaries.) 
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These examples point out the only two obstructions to a yes answer to our question. 
In the first example, the problem is that removing a single closed 2-cell from M, 
namely J; leaves a disconnected set. The same is true of Example 2. In the third 
example the problem is that the two 2-cells f, andf, intersect along a pair of disjoint 
arcs. 
In Section 2 we will give the relevant definitions and state our main theorem: 
The l-skeleton determines the embedding up to ambient isotopy rel l-skeleton under 
the appropriate hypothesis. In Section 3 we will give applications of the theorem 
that are important to chemists studying stereoisomerism. We will show that a Mobius 
ladder with three or more rungs is chiral. Next, we completely determine which 
automorphisms of the complete graph K, ‘standardly embedded’ in S3 are realizable 
by an ambient isotopy of S3. The proof of the main theorem is Section 4 and in 
Section 5 we discuss a generalization of the main theorem by replacing S3 with an 
irreducible 3-manifold having nonempty boundary. 
2. Definitions and the main theorem 
An n-cell is any polyhedron in R” homeomorphic to an n-dimensional closed 
ball. A O-cell is a point in R”. 
Definition 1: A 2-dimensional PL cell complex M is three collections of cells in some 
R” 
(i) {ui, . . . , upI, 
6) -Ce,, . . . , e,), 
(iii) {fi , . . . , 0, 
satisfying 
(a) each zli (resp., ei, A) is a O-cell (resp., l-cell, 2-cell), 
(b) the underlying space 
is partitioned by the interiors of the cells, 
(c) the boundary of each n-cell is a union of (n - 1)-cells of the above collections 
(n = 1,2). 
The l-skeleton M(l) of M is the subcomplex consisting of the union of all the 
O-cells and l-cells of M. 
We shall often use the symbol M to denote the underlying space 1 M 1 of a complex 
M. 
Definition 2. A 2-dimensional PL cell complex is proper if every collection of 2-cells 
intersect in a connected set (possibly empty). (Necessarily, this intersection is the 
union of 0 and l-cells in their boundary.) 
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Definition 3. A 2-dimensional PL cell complex M is jke enough if the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(i) (Ml\f is connected for every closed 2-cell f of M, 
(ii) IM(\e is connected for every arc e in lM\ that is the intersection of two 
2-cells of M, 
(iii) 1 MI\{ q, u2} is connected whenever { zlr , v2} is a pair of points in the boundary 
of some 2-cell of M. 
Remarks. (i) If M has one or more 2-cells then condition (iii) of Definition 3 
implies IMl is connected (if M has no 2-cells, connectivity doesn’t matter since our 
main theorem will hold trivially). 
(ii) Condition (ii) of D fi ‘t’ e m ton 3 eliminates only one cell complex that condition 
(i) doesn’t, namely, a pair of 2-cells intersecting in an arc in their boundaries. 
Equivalently, condition (i) implies (ii) unless M is the above complex. 
(iii) If lM( is a connected 2-manifold then condition (iii) of Definition 3 always 
holds. If (MJ is a closed connected 2-manifold then M is fine enough. 
Note that the cell complexes in Examples 1 and 2 were not fine enough, while 
Example 3 was not proper. Figures 4, 5, 6 further illustrate these properties. 
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Fig. 4. Not proper cell complexes. 
A 
Fig. 5. Not fine enough cell complexes. 
Fig. 6. Proper and fine enough cell complexes. 
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Theorem 1. Let M be a 2-dimensional PL cell complex that is proper andjine enough. 
Let g, h: M + S3 be two PL embeddings of IMI in S3 such that gl M(l) = hi M(l). Then 
there exists an ambient isotopy H,, 0 < t < 1, of S3, jixed on g(M”‘), such that 
H, = identity and H,(h) = g. 
Corollary 1. A pair of PL 2-disks in S3 with the same boundary are ambiently isotopic 
rel their common boun&ry. 
3. Applications 
According to chemists D.A. Walba [3], “Stereochemical topology deals with novel 
extrinsic topological properties of certain molecular bond graphs which derive from 
an embedding in 3-space.” The molecular bond graph is simply a graph with vertices 
representing atoms and edges representing bonds between atoms. Of course, different 
types of atoms and bonds may give rise to differentiated vertices and edges. Chemists 
have made an effort to discover or produce chemicals whose molecular graphs 
contain knots, links or other interesting objects such as nonplanar graphs. Topologi- 
tally interesting molecules provide examples of a relatively new kind of stereoisomer- 
ism: chemicals with identical structures that are distinguished by the topology of 
their embedding in space. There is particular interest in topologically chiral 
molecules, that is, molecules whose molecular graphs are not ambiently isotopic to 
their mirror images. For a more extensive introduction to stereochemical topology 
see [2], [3] and [5]. A good list of references may be found in [2]. 
Walba et al. [4] have synthesized molecules whose molecular graphs are essentially 
the nonplanar graph K,,, . The atoms and their bonds determine two types of edges 
which we shall call rungs and railings. There are six railings that together form a 
simple closed curve and the remaining three edges are called rungs, as in Fig. 7. 
With this labeling, the graph is called a Mobius ladder with three rungs. 
These molecules seem to come in two forms that are structurally identical but 
whose molecular graphs in space are mirror images as pictured in Figure 8. Walba 
called these the left- and right-handed molecular Mobius strips, and he conjectured 
that these were, in the language of topologists, nonisotopic. Of course, we only 
consider ambient isotopies that send rungs to rungs and railings to railings. 
Fig. 7. Miibius ladder with three rungs. 
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Fig. 8. 
Fig. 9. 
This conjecture was proved by Jonathan Simon [2] along with the corresponding 
conjecture for the Mobius ladder with n rungs, n 2 3. Simon looked at the 2-fold 
cyclic cover of S3 branched over the railings and used linking invariants of the lifts 
of the rungs to distinguish the two embeddings. We shall use Theorem 1 to give a 
different proof. 
The embeddings in Fig. 8 appear to be the l-skeletons of Mobius bands with 
three 2-cells and railings for boundaries as in Fig. 9. Quoting Walba [3] on this 
point, “Of course, a Mobius strip is topologically distinct from its mirror image 
when embedded in 3-space. The molecular Mobius strip, however, represents a 
one-dimensional construction, and not a surface.” 
Corollary 2. The left-handed and right-handed Miibius ladders in S3 are not ambiently 
isotopic. 
Proof. Note that the cell decompositions in Fig. 9 are proper and fine enough. 
Suppose there exists an ambient isotopy from one ladder to the other. By Theorem 
1, we can produce an isotopy between the left-handed and right-handed Mobius 
bands, which is impossible. 0 
Corollary 2 was the original motivation for proving Theorem 1. Chemists (see 
[3]) have also produced a molecule whose molecular graph is the complete graph 
on five vertices Kg. This graph, with certain distinguished vertices and edges, was 
shown by Simon [2] to be chiral. A related problem is determining, for some 
embedding of K5 in S3, which automorphisms of the graph can be realized by 
ambient isotopy. We shall do one such analysis. 
We shall describe a particular embedding of K5 in S3, which we choose to call 
‘standard’, and completely determine which automorphisms of K5 are realizable by 
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ambient isotopy of S3. Here, we distinguish the vertices of K,, say, by numbering 
them one through five. The symmetric group S5 acts on the five vertices by permuta- 
tion and these extend to an automorphism of K5. Hence the automorphism group 
of KS is naturally isomorphic to S5. 
Let A4 be a 4-simplex. Then the boundary of A4 is S3 triangulated as the union 
of five tetrahedra. An orientation of A4 is specified by choosing an ordering of the 
five vertices of A4 and this induces an orientation of S3 = 8A4. Note that the n-skeleton 
of A4 is contained in 8A4, 0~ n s 3. The l-skeleton of A4 is KS and we call this the 
standard embedding of K, in S3 (see Fig. 10). 
Fig. 10. The standard K, in S3. 
Corollary 3. Let h: S3 + S3 be a homeomorphism that restricts to an automorphism of 
the standard K5. Then h is orientation preserving if and only if h induces an even 
permutation of the Jive vertices. 
Proof. Let M be the 2-skeleton of A4 with cell decomposition given by the 0, 1, 
and 2-simplexes of A4. Note that this cell decomposition is proper and fine enough 
and that automorphisms of K5 extend to automorphisms of M. 
By Theorem 1, h is isotopic (rel K,) to a homeomorphism h’ that maps M onto 
M. Since M separates S3 into five tetrahedra, the map h’ sends tetrahedron to 
tetrahedron. In fact, h’ is isotopic rel M to the homeomorphism h” that is simplicial 
on the given triangulation of S3, i.e., h” simply permutes the five tetrahedra. 
Extending h” to a simplicial homeomorphism of A4 we see that h” is orientation 
preserving on A4 if and only if h” is an even permutation of the five vertices of A4. 
Consequently, the same holds for aA4. Since h and h” are isotopic, the result holds 
for h. 0 
Note that the automorphism of K5 that transposes the vertices 1 and 2 can be 
achieved by a reflection of space through the plane of vertices 3, 4 and 5. By the 
symmetry of KS in aA4 we see that every transposition of vertices of K5 may be 
realized by a homeomorphism of S3. Since the transpositions generate Ss, we 
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conclude that the full automorphism group of KS can be accomplished by homeo- 
morphisms of S3. Combining these observations with Corollary 3 we see that the 
automorphisms of the standardly embedded K5 in S3 attainable by ambient isotopy 
are exactly those that correspond to even permutations of the five vertices. 
The above analysis actually shows the following stronger result. The group of 
homeomorphisms (resp., orientation preserving homeomorphisms) of the pair 
(S3, &) modulo ambient isotopy is isomorphic to S, (resp., A,). 
4. Proof of Theorem 1 
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1. Let M, g, h be as in the statement 
of Theorem 1. Our first task is to put g(M) and h(M) in ‘general position’. Our 
goal is to isotop g(M) and h(M) so that a typical 2-cell of g(M) meets the set 
h(M) in a finite number of arcs and simple closed curves, as suggested by Fig. 12. 
Definition 4. Let V be a finite set of points in lR3 and V’ a subset of V We say V 
is in general position rel V’ if no four points of V are coplanar, unless (i) all four 
are in V’ or (ii) three of the points are in V’ and are colinear and the fourth point 
is in V\V’ and is not on this line. 
Lemma 1. Given a finite collection V of points in R3 and V’s V a subset, and given 
any e > 0, we may move V into general position rel V’, keeping V’ fixed, by moving 
the points of V\ V’ less than E. 
The proof is a straightforward induction and is omitted. 
Lemma 2. Let g, h: M + S3 be PL embeddings of the 2-dimensional cell complex M. 
We may choose a triangulation 9 of M such that 
(i) with respect to barycentric coordinates, g and h embed each simplex of 9 linearly, 
(ii) the restriction of 9 to any cell of M is a triangulation of that cell, 
(iii) the induced triangulation of MC’) is a full subcomplex of 9. 
Proof. See 2.12 addendum of [l] and Lemma 3.3. 0 
Lemma 3. Let 9 be a triangulation of M as in Lemma 2 and let .9(O) be the set of 
0-simplexes of 9. Let V= g(9’“‘) U h(.#‘)) and let V’= g(9”‘n M”‘) = 
h(9”’ fl M”‘). Then there exist an isotopy of g and h fixed on M(l) that puts V into 
general position rel v’. 
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Proof. Let E = $ minimum{distance(A m, A”) 1 Am, A” are disjoint simplexes in g(M) 
or h(M)}. Using this E, apply Lemma 1 to V and V’. Extend this isotopy of V to 
g(M) and h(M) by extending linearly on simplexes. Now g(M) and h(M) remain 
embedded throughout because disjoint simplexes cannot run into each other by 
moving less than E. Note that g(M”‘) = h(M”‘) remains fixed during the isotopy 
because V’ is fixed. 0 
At this point we shall concentrate on the images g(M) and h(M). Therefore, for 
notational convenience, let 
M,, = h(M) be the embedding h and 
M, = g(M) be the embedding g. 
Subsets of Mh (resp. Mg) will be indicated by h (resp. g) subscripts. For example, 
if f is a 2-cell of M, then h(f) =f ,, is a 2-cell of h. Now V is the set of all vertices 
in the triangulations of M,, and Mg (vertices of triangulations, not O-cells of cell 
complexes) and V’ is the set of all vertices in the l-skeleton M(hl) = MF’. Furthermore, 
V is in general position rel V’. 
Lemma 4. A 2-simplex of h and a 2-simplex of g may intersect only in the following 
ways: (i) 4, (ii) a common vertex contained in V’, (iii) a cominon l-simplex contained 
in MF’ 5 Mp), or one of the three ways indicated by Fig. 11. 
(iv) (VI (vi) 
Fig. 11. 
Proof. This follows from three observations: 
(i) If v E V and v E M,, fl MB, then v E V’ by general position of v rel V’. 
(ii) A pair of 1-simplexes can intersect only in a common vertex or not at all. 
Proof: Suppose a l-simplex intersects the interior of another l-simplex. The four 
boundary vertices are coplanar and hence are in V’ by general position. By fullness 
of M(l) in M, these two 1-simplexes are in M (‘I This contradicts the definition of . 
triangulation. 
(iii) If v E V and A* is a 2-simplex, then v e! interior of A*. 
Proof: If v E int A2 then the three vertices of A2 and v are coplanar and therefore 
are in V’. By fullness, A* G 1 -skeleton which is l-dimensional. 0 
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Recall that any 2-simplex in Mg or M,, is part of the triangulation of a 2-cell. In 
Lemma 4(iv), (v), and (vi) we have a l-simplex and a 2-simplex intersecting in an 
interior point of both. Since this point is in the interior of a 2-simplex it is not part 
of Mt) = My’. Therefore, the l-simplex is not contained in MF’. Consequently, 
there must be a second 2-simplex having the l-simplex as a face. We conclude that 
a 2-cell of g must cut (intersect) all the way across a 2-simplex of h, and emerge 
at a vertex of the 2-simplex only if that vertex is in Mh (‘) We collect these observations . 
in Lemma 5. 
Lemma 5. Let fh be a 2-cell of h. Then Mg intersects fh in afh and possibly in sets of 
the following types: 
(i) simple closed curves in the interior of fh, 
(ii) simple closed curves in fh that intersect dfh in a single point, 
(iii) properly embedded arcs. 
Furthermore, these curves are PL and they may intersect each other only in dfh. 
The corresponding statement can be made for any 2-cell of g and M,,. 
Figure 12 illustrates the typical intersection of Mg with fh. The intersections of 
M, with fh will be called intersection curves of type (i), (ii), or (iii), in accordance 
with Lemma 5. 
Our next goal is to isotop M, rel Mi’ to eliminate intersection curves one at a 
time without creating any new intersections between M, and Mh. 
Fig. 12. 
Definition 5. Let fh be a 2-cell of h and (Y an intersection curve on fh. Let f, be the 
2-cell of g that intersects fh along LY. A 2-disk component Dh of fh\a is said to be 
inner most if (i) D,, contains no other intersection curves and (ii) if Dh n afh is an 
arc /?, then /3 c af,. 
Lemma 6. If there are any intersection curves and M is proper, then there is at least 
one inner most disk_ 
Proof. We can always find a disk D,, that satisfies Definition 5 if there are any 
intersection curves of type (i) or (ii). Therefore we only need consider the case 
where every intersection curve is of type (iii). We can still find a disk D,, that satisfies 
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Definition 5 part (i). Let Dh s fh be such a disk with boundary dDh = a up, where 
(Y is an intersection curve and j? is an arc in 8fh. Let fg be the 2-cell of g that 
intersects fh along LY. If /I G af, then we are done. If /3 g 8fg we find a new disk 0; 
on fh\Dh that contains no other intersection curves. Let aDl, = a’u /3’ where (Y’ is 
the intersection curve and p’ = DI, n 8fh. Let f; be the 2-cell of g that intersects fh 
along (Y’. Suppose p’!Z df;. Note that there is a third 2-cell of g, f[, with dfi = ah. 
Then fg n f,” and f;nf,” must be disconnected, contradicting properness of M. 
Hence p’s af; and DA is inner most. 0 
Let Dh be an inner most disk on fh and let f, be the 2-cell of g that intersects fh 
along aD,,. On f,, dD,, bounds a 2-disk Dg. 
Lemma 7. If there is an inner most disk on some 2-cell of h and M is fine enough, 
then there is always an inner most disk D,, on some 2-cell fh of h such that the 2-disk 
D, on a 2-cell f, of g with aDg = aD,, has the property that M,\D, is connected. 
Proof. Let Dh, D,, f,, fg be as in the paragraph before Lemma 7. If aD,, is an 
intersection curve of type (i), then Dg s interior of fp. Since Mg is connected, M,\D, 
is connected. 
Suppose aD, is an intersection curve of type (ii). Then Dg n af, is a single point 
p. If M,\D, were not connected then M,\(p) would not be connected. But this is 
not allowed by fine enough condition (iii). 
Suppose aD, = (Y up, where (Y is an intersection curve of type (iii) and /I is the 
arc Dh n afh = D, n af,. Assume M,\D, is disconnected. Then fg n (M,\f,) is non- 
empty and contained in p. If afp # afh, then there is another 2-cell f: of g with 
afi=&&. Butthenpcf,nfic(Mg\fg)CP, and so f, n fi = p. Hence M&3 is not 
connected which is not allowed by fine enough condition (ii). Therefore af, = afh. 
Furthermore, f, is the only 2-cell of g intersecting afh\j3. This last fact guarantees 
an inner most disk 0; on fh\Dh. Let aD; = a’v p’, where cz’ is an intersection curve 
of type (iii) and p’ = 0; n afh. (We need only consider this case. Otherwise we’re 
back to the two cases in the first two paragraphs of the proof.) Let Db c fg be the 
2-disk of g with aD; = aD;. Claim that M,\D, is connected. Suppose not. Then 
f, n (M,\f,) G P’. But_& n (M,\f,) c P and P n P ’ is at most two points. This would 
imply that f, could be disconnected from M, by removing two or fewer points from 
its boundary. This is not allowed by fine enough condition (iii). This establishes 
the claim and completes the proof of the lemma. iZi 
Choose an inner most disk D,, on M,, such that the corresponding disk Dg on 
M, has the property that M,\D, is connected. Let LY be the intersection curve 
contained in aD,, = aD,. We shall isotop M, by moving Dg in order to eliminate 
the intersection curve (Y without creating any new intersections of M, and Mh. 
Now D,, and Dg are embedded 2-disks in S3 with aD,, = aD,. Since Dh is inner 
most, Int D,, n Mg = 8. In particular Int D,, n Int Dg = 0. Hence Dh u Dg is a PL 
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2-sphere in S3, and consequently bounds 3-cells on both sides. Note that Mg\Dg 
does not intersect Dh (because Dh is inner most) or Dg (because Mg is embedded). 
Therefore the connected set Mg\Dg lies in the interior of one of these 3-cells. Let 
D3 be the 3-cell not intersecting Mg\Dg. We wish to push D, across D3, keeping 
aD, fixed, to D,,, and then a ‘little beyond’ to eliminate the intersection curve (Y 
(and possibly others). 
We may choose a triangulation 4 of S3 satisfying (i) some subdivision of each 
cell in Mh and Mg is a subcomplex of 4 and (ii) some subdivisions of Dh and D, 
are subcomplexes of 4. Now push (isotop) Dg across D3 in a PL manner onto Dh 
while keeping M,\Int D, fixed. We need to push D, a little past D,, to eliminate 
(Y. This must be done with care since part of aD, may be in the l-skeleton and 
hence is not allowed to move. We shall do this as follows. 
Definition 6. A pinched collar C, on (Y in fg\Int D, is a neighbourhood of LY in 
&\Int Dg with the following properties: 
(i) If (Y is of type (i) then C, is an annulus with (Y as one of its boundary 
components. 
(ii) If (Y is of type (ii) then C, is homeomorphic to a 2-disk with a pair of 
boundary points identified (a ‘pinched annulus’) and (Y making up ‘half of 
the boundary of C,. 
(iii) If (Y is of type (iii) then C, is a 2-disk with (Y contained in the boundary. 
(iv) C, n af, = (Y n 8fg. 
We can choose a pinched collar C, on LX in &\Int Dg thin enough so that it may 
intersect other intersection curves only in the set (Y n ;?r,. Note that (C, u Dg) cfg 
is a 2-disk with (C,uD,)nr?f,=D,nM~’ and a\i3f, is contained in the interior 
of (C, u 0,). Here is a method for obtaining such a disk (C, u Dg) given Dg. Let 
0 < 8 < 1 and define a function n from the 0-simplexes of fp to the interval [0, l] by 
0 ifVED,\M, , 
n(v)= 
( 
E if VED~~M(,‘), 
1 if v@ 0,. 
Extend n to n:fp + [0, l] by extending linearly across simplexes. Then n-‘([O, E]) 
is a 2-disk with the required properties (assuming Dg is full in f,). 
The 2-disk C, u Dg intersects M,, in the set D,, = 0,. We will push (C, u Dg) off 
itself, holding its boundary fixed, away from Dh (away from D3) as follows. 
Let B3 be a 3-cell in S3 such that (i) (C, u 0,) c aB3, (ii) B3 n D3 = D, = D,,, and 
(iii) B3 n (M,, u Mg) = C, u D, ( B3 is a thin collar on C, u D,, pinched at a( C, u 
0,)). Push C, u D, across B3, keeping a( C, u Dg) fixed, onto dB’\( C, u Dg). This 
completes an isotopy of Mg that eliminates the intersection curve (Y. 
We may repeat the above procedure by applying Lemma 7 to the remaining 
collection of intersection curves. After a finite number of repetitions we can eliminate 
all intersection curves so that the isotoped Mg is such that M, n Mh = MF’ = M(hl). 
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Let f, be a 2-cell of g and fh the corresponding 2-cell of h. Then fp n fh = ~3f, = afj. 
Hence f, u fh is a 2-sphere. Now Mg\ fg is connected by fine enough and is disjoint 
from fg ufh. Let D3 be the 3-cell bounded by f, ufh not containing Mg\fg. Push fg 
across D3 onto fh keeping af, fixed throughout. Repeat this procedure on every pair 
of corresponding 2-cells of g and h, until Mg = M,,. This almost finishes the isotopy 
rel M, (‘) of M, onto M,,. 
The first thing we did to the embeddings M,, and M, was to isotop them into 
general position. Therefore we may run this general position isotopy backwards so 
that M,, (and hence the new M,) returns to the original M,, . Note also that the 
statement of the theorem requires that at the end of the isotopy, Mg must agree 
with Mh as maps (not just their images). We may isotop Mg on the interiors of its 
2-cells so that this condition is satisfied. Finally, we remark that the isotopy of Mg 
can be made ambient. 
5. Final comments 
The important property of S3 used in the proof of Theorem 1 is that a PL 2-sphere 
in S3 bounds 3-cells on both sides. In an irreducible 3-manifold a PL 2-sphere still 
bounds at least one 3-cell. Theorem 1 may be generalized as follows: 
Let N be an irreducible 3-manifold with aN # 0. Let M be a proper, fine enough 
2-dimensional cell complex embedded in N so that f n dN G af for every 2-cell f 
of M. Furthermore, assume that (M\f) n aN # 0 for every 2-cell f of M (unless M 
is a single 2-cell, in which case we assume this 2-cell is properly embedded in N). 
Then the isotopy class rel M (‘I of M is determined by the embedding of MC’). 
To prove this generalization we need only make one important change to the 
proof of Theorem 1. In the second paragraph following Lemma 7 we are trying to 
push D, across a 3-cell D3 onto Dh. In S3 we had two choices for D3, but in the 
irreducible case we have only one 3-cell D3 bounded by Dh u Dg. However, the 
connected set M,\ D, is not in D3 because it must be in the component of N\( Dh u 
Dg) containing aN (since M,\D, intersects aN). 
An application of the above is the following: A pair of PL 2-disks with the same 
boundaries, properly embedded in an irreducible 3-manifold are isotopic rel their 
boundaries. 
Finally, we remark that Theorem 1 is probably true without conditions (ii) and 
(iii) in the definition of fine enough. 
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